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Scatter plots of major elerental abundances have recently been used to search for filiation between 
priritive reteorites and ruch smaller sicroreteorites, such as "10pm size interplanetary dust grains collected 
in the stratosphere (1,2), "giantbicrooeteorites (size ) 100ps) from the new Greenland and Antarctica 
collections ( 3 , 4 ) ,  and tiny grains (size "0,l~m) from comet Halley (5). Such plots generally show wide scatter, 
that was previously thought to increase with a decreasing size of the analyzed volume, as indicated by classical 
statistical measures, such as the standart deviation and correlation coefficient, C, For C values ) 0,8 scatter 
appears as 'noise' somewhat blurring a real correlation between elemental abundances, In this paper we propose 
that this residual scatter is not statistical at ail but comes from a unique distribution of compositions, 
nhich looks quite distinct for micrometeorites and for reteorites, and that probably bears new inforpations 
:bout the 'fabricbf ficrometeorites in the early solar syster, 

#e discuss below Fe(Si) scatter plots of Fe and Si concentrations, as plotted from X Ray microanalyses of 
individual grains, kindly supplied to us by E,Robin ( 4 1  and the Seattle group (1,3,5), We selected data obtained 
over a very large scale of the analyzed volume (i,e, probe size), ranging from ) 1O4umJ (for polished sections 
of ) 100ut-size 6reenland ~icroreteorites, analyzed with the energy dispersive X Ray spectrometer of a SEMI to 
"10-3um3 (analytical electron aicroscopy of ultraaicrotomed sections, see ref,2), Robin (3) also reported 
Instrurental Neutron Activation Analyses of important elements (such as Fe, Mi, Lo and Ir) in Gr~enland 
ricroaeteorites, at a much larger scale (2 107ua3), that we shall soon discussed, 

In figures 1 A  and 10 we shon FelSi) plots for 'lZO chondritic spherules and 50 unrelted chondritic 
fragments from the Greenland collection, respectively, Classical analysis of the data indicates a rather weak 
correlation betneen Fe and Si, that looks better for the spheres (C '0,8) than for the fragrents (C '"0,5), But 
it is difficult to ascertain nhether or not both types of grains derive from the same family of parent bodies, 
The separation of the fragrents into 32 'fine-grained-porous"rains and 18 "crystalline~rains (fig,lC) (lee, 
nith little residual porosity andlor matrix material), suggests that scatter might rather reflect the clustering 
of the data points along a nell ordered and reproductible ' evolutionary track" showing a structure of peaks 
and gaps, that might reflect a specific kheeical~rganization within each grain, 

Poner transforrations such as X n  and log1 have been used in statistics to minimize n o ~ s e  levels in scatter 
plots at the risk of loosing some informations ( b ) ,  We reprocessed Y(X) scatter plots of 2 elemental abundances, 
Y and X using a new approach where ne coepute the indefinite integral, /Y~x, of the Y(X) data plot, and its 
derivative (derivative Yransform'), The integration both reorders and seooths the data set, The integral 
appears as a continuous line, showing reproductitle characteristics (changes in curvature and Y intercept), that 
are 'resistanthgainst a randoa removal (or addition) of a few data points, We generated tno sets of random 
numbers, Yr and Ir, to fit the average value and the standart deviation of a given set of Fe and Si abundances. 
The integral of the random Yr(1r) plots always yields a straight line, very distinct from the integral of the 
experirental FelSi) plots, showing a succession of segments with distinct curvatures, We defined a 'dimensiona, 
D = log( IY~X 1 I log (Xnnx- I ~ i n ) ,  that sorewhat scales the curvature of the integral, and the departure of the 
FefSi) scatter fro# a randoa fluctuation, 

Forring the derivative from the integrated data introduces sore detailed structure that can hardly be seen 
on the initial experirental plots, and that is not randon scatter, Indeed there appears to be conron 
'structuralu inforrations between the data sets of various families of extraterrestrial grains, This property is 
illustrated in figures ZA, 2B and ZC, corresponding to the unprocessed plots reported in figures lA, 18 and 1C , 
respectively, In these figures we report other Yerivative transforms" relevant to the following 1-Ray 
analyses: 30 porous IDPs (fig,ZD) analyzed at a scale of "100pn3; more than 30 point count analyses of 
ultraricrotomed sections (scale "10-Pm3) for each one of the following samples: chunks of the Orgueil (fig.311 
and Hurchinson (fig,3B) meteorites; one smooth (fig,3C) and one porous ifig,3D) IDP, The comparison of the set 
of integrals and derivatives shons that eicroweteorites of the Sreenland and stratospheric collections look 
different from priritive reteorites, Indeed the meteorite derivatives can hardly match those of 
ricroreteorites upon simple translations of the Fe and Si axis, 
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This difference broadens when considering the 3 follouing observations: (a) spherules (fig,lA) and 
unrelted fragments 1fig,lB) from 6reenland are quite similar around Si concentrations of "201, Thus a strong 
retarorphic event such as complete melting upon atmospheric entry does not markedly alter the che~ical signature 
of the ricrometorite parent bodies, Heteorites can hardly derive frofi such bodies, through a more gentle process 
of weathering in a "dampu regolith (7); (b) the effects of varying the probe size are very different: with the 
exception of their wings at low and high Si contents, the micrometeorite derivatives are not drastically 
altered when the probe size varies from 100 pr3 down to 10-3W (compare fig, 2D and 3D, respectively1 a But jn 
the only case investigated yet IHurchinsoni, the aeteor ite derivatives are drastical iy transformed upon a 
siailar change of scale, with regard to both their shapes and their localisation in the Fe-Si diagram; (c) on 
t h ~  other hand the "giant"6reenland ricroneteorites and the tiny IDPs are sorenhat related, Indeed the Fe(Si) 
derivatives are found in the sare area of the Fe-Si diagram, and sore detailed structure are similar, But this 
si~ilarity is far froa complete, looking at the wings and specific peaks, that rarkedly differ, 

These preliminary conclusions should be further checked, increasing the nurber of grain analyses, and 
considering other scatter plots, such as Fe(Hi), S(Hi), Al(Ca), To further assess the usefulness of the 
derivative transform its predictions will be compared with those deduced from usual cluster analysis of ternary 
SiltiglFe diagrams (21, We have to check wheter 9esidual"differences between IDPs and ricroreteorites 
collected in ice sedirents are partly related to processes such as: terrestrial weathering; heating upon 
atmospheric entry; contamination of IDPs by polyrerized silicone oil and stratospheric acid aerosols, The 
successive transforrations of scatter plots outlined in this paper might already yield a new %easure"of 'non 
r a n d o e 9 c a t t e r  (throught the dimension, Dl, with potential applications in other fields of Science and 
Technology, that rely yet on classical statistical analysis of scatter plots, 
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